
AXON’S TWO LARGEST ANNUAL CONFERENCES

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
AXON ACCELERATE AND TASERCON EACH BOAST MORE THAN 1,500 ATTENDEES FROM ACROSS 

THE GLOBE.  BUT WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO FLAGSHIP AXON EVENTS?

VS



Axon Accelerate is public safety’s premier technology 
conference, which combines the innovation of an industry 
conference with the hands-on learning and networking of a 
user conference.

Geared toward public safety, attendees will experience 
keynotes on the future of public safety technology, attend 
panel discussions and presentations on key technology and 
topics, and receive ample networking opportunities with 
colleagues and technology providers.

/ AUDIENCE

Axon Accelerate is designed for all members of public 
safety, including but not limited to law enforcement, fire, 
EMS, corrections, justice, federal, private and campus 
security and even commercial attendees. Axon Accelerate 
sees attendees from across the globe, and anyone who is 
interested in technology to protect life and promote justice is 
encouraged to attend Axon Accelerate.
 
/ PROGRAMMING

Axon Accelerate features 3 days of core programming 
including keynotes from leaders in the technology, public 
safety and business sectors, breakout sessions on topics 
related to common challenges and innovative solutions in 
the public safety sector, and an expo hall featuring industry-
leading technology experts in the public safety space. 

Attendees will have exclusive first looks at Axon product 
launches and get hands-on with the latest in Axon 
technology. Past attendees have expressed Accelerate is an 
amazing chance to get hands-on time with Axon technology 
you don’t use every day, or products your agency has not yet 
explored in depth.

Axon Accelerate attendees have the chance to attend Axon’s 
annual RISE Awards Ceremony and annual Accelerate Party, 
and explore custom-built attendee experiences such as 
FREEZE! Ice Cream Parlor. Axon Accelerate attendees can 
opt-in to a supplementary Body-worn Camera Certification 
Course that takes place the day after core conference 
programming ends.
 
/ EVENT DETAILS

Axon Accelerate will 2023 will take place April 10-12, 2023 at 
the Phoenix Convention Center in Phoenix, AZ.
To learn more or to register for Axon Accelerate 2023, 
please visit accelerate.axon.com (http://accelerate.
axon.com/)

 
 

TASERCON is a first-of-its-kind training and education 
experience designed around the whole officer, not just tools 
and tactics. This ground-breaking new conference is focused 
on saving lives, officer wellness, higher performance, and 
human connection. 

Geared toward both educators and decision makers, 
attendees will experience new tools and technologies, 
immersive professional development, Axon certification 
courses, and raw discussions around the biggest challenges 
facing public safety today — and tomorrow.

/ AUDIENCE

TASERCON is designed for all levels of law enforcement: 
trainers, chiefs, command staff and officers.  Attendees 
will acquire new skills and innovative solutions to the 
complex issues facing Public Safety.  Axon’s highly selective 
break-out sessions ranging from “5 Lessons I learned from 
TOPGUN school” to “Marine Maxims – Turning Leadership 
Principles Into Practice”, are purpose built to up-leveling 
performance and providing greater outcomes. Curriculum is 
also driven towards the symbiotic relationship between law 
enforcement and communities, transformational leadership, 
and the connective tissue that brings us all together. 
Additionally, attendees will obtain actionable advice on how 
to build safer communities, through their own development, 
with sessions ranging from topics on officer wellness, 
preventing officer ambushes, to social connections like 
Dedication to Community, and Positive Policing.
 
/ PROGRAMMING

• TASERCON features 3 days of core programming 
centered around law enforcement training and 
education. 

• TASERCON features classes and educational 
content from experts in the law enforcement and 
public safety space, including police executives 
and trainers, police attorneys and mental health 
professionals. Attendees have the chance to 
participate in hands-on training with the latest 
technology tools available to public safety.

TASER Master Instructor School (MIS) will be running in 
parallel to TASERCON co-located at the MGM Grand, and 
MIS attendees can opt-in to supplementary TASERCON 
sessions.
 
/ EVENT DETAILS

TASERCON 2023 will take place Jan 23-27, 2023 at the MGM 
Grand in Las Vegas, NV.
To learn more or to register for TASERCON 2023, please 
visit tasercon.com (http://tasercon.com/)
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